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Recognition of Multi-oriented and Multi-sized English Characters U. Pal, P. Dey, N. Tripathy CVPR Unit Indian Statistical Institute 203, B.T. Road, Kolkata 700108 E-mail: [email protected]



A. Dutta Choudhury Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering Department Jadavpur University Kolkata 700032 Abstract



There are printed artistic documents where the text lines may be curve in shape. As a result, characters of a single line may be multi-oriented. Also, these documents may contain multi-sized characters. To handle such documents, in this paper, we present a method of recognizing multioriented and multi-sized printed English isolated characters. The recognition technique is mainly based on (i) the zoning features and (ii) the features obtained from the contour distances calculated from the centroid of the characters. For recognition, at first, using zoning features a small subset is generated from the full character set. Next, contour distance based features are used on this small subset for final recognition. For zoning based features a character is divided into five concentric rings considering CG (Center of gravity) as center. Ratio of black pixels in these five rings has been used as feature. For contour distance based features, at first, CG of the component is calculated and the distances of all outer contour points of the component from CG are computed. These contour distances are then normalized and arranged in a particular order to make this feature size and rotation invariant. Finally, comparing this normalized contour distance with the data-base, where normalized contour distance are stored for all the characters of English, the character is recognized. We test the proposed scheme on 10400 characters and we received about 97.6% recognition accuracy. Key words: Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Document analysis, Artistic document recognition, English multi-oriented character recognition.



1 Introduction To catch people’s attention, many printed documents are written in artistic way. The characters in these documents may be written in curved, rotated, or other stylized way. For example of an artistic document, see Fig.1. Recognition of the characters of such artistic text is a challenging task. To handle such artistic



documents, in this paper, we propose a method to recognize English multi-sized and multi-oriented isolated characters. There are a few pieces of published work on artistic documents recognition [Adam et al., 2000; Hase et al., 2001; Hase et al., 2003; Liao and Pawlak, 1996; Sato et al., 2000; Xie and Kobayashi, 1991]. Xie et al. [Xie and Kobayashi, 1991] proposed a rotation invariant system using the patterns of different angular variation of the component and 97% recognition accuracy is obtained from the ten digit patterns. Some of the multioriented characters handling approaches consider character realignment [Hase et al., 2001]. Based on the types (horizontal text, vertical text, curved text, inclined text etc.) of the text, the characters in a text line are realigned horizontally. Next, OCR techniques are used on this re-aligned horizontal text for recognition. Main drawback of these methods is the distortion due to realignment of curved text. Adam et al. [Adam et al., 2000] used Fourior Merllin Transform for multi-oriented symbol and character recognition from Engineering drawings. Recently, parametric eigen-space method is used by Hase et al. [Hase et al., 2003] for rotated and/or inclined character recognition. Here, at first, eigen sub-space for each category of characters is constructed using covariance matrix calculated from rotated characters. Next, a locus is determined projecting rotated characters onto the eigen sub-space and interpolating between their projected points. An un-known character is also projected onto the eigen sub-space of each category and based on the distance between the projected point and the locus, the unknown character is identified.



(a)



(b)



(a) (b) Fig.1: Example of artistic documents: (a) Synthetic document (b) real documents collected from call for papers of ICPR-2002. For handling multi-oriented and multi-sized English characters a recognition scheme is presented in this paper. The proposed recognition scheme is based on (i) the zoning features and (ii) the features obtained from the contour distances calculated from the centroid of the characters. For recognition, at first, using zoning features a small subset is generated from the whole character set. Next, contour distance based features are used on the small subset for final recognition. For contour distance based features we calculate the distances of all outer contour pixels of the character from the CG. These contour distances are then normalized and arranged in a particular order to make this feature size and rotation invariant. Finally, comparing this normalized contour distance with the database the input character is identified.



Organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with digitization and feature extraction methods. Isolated and connected component detection are described in Section 3. Recognition technique is discussed in Section 4. Results and discussion are given in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper.



2 Digitization and feature extraction 2.1 Digitization For experiment, the images are considered from newspaper, magazine and computer printout. There documents were of different font-size starting from 12 points to 48 points. The images are digitized by a HP scanner at 300 DPI. The digitized images are in gray tone and we have used a histogram based thresholding approach to convert them into two-tone (0 and 1) images. Here ‘1’ represents object pixel (black pixel) and 0 represents background pixel (white pixel). The digitized image may contain spurious noise pixels and irregularities on the boundary of the characters, leading to undesired effects on the system. A smoothing technique is used due to Chaudhuri and Pal [Chaudhuri and Pal, 1998].



2.2 Feature extraction Main features used in the proposed system are as follows. 2.2.1 Water reservoir features When two English handwriting characters touch each other, they create large space between the characters (see Fig.2). This space is important for touching string detection and segmentation. Using a simple concept based on water reservoir this space is encountered for touching string detection. The water reservoir principle is as follows. If water is poured from top (bottom) of the character, the cavity regions of the characters where water will be stored are considered as reservoirs [Pal et al., 2003]. By top (bottom) reservoir we mean the reservoirs obtained when water is poured from top (bottom) of the component. An example of top reservoir is shown in Fig.2. (Water pouring from bottom we mean the water pouring from top after rotating the component by 180°).



Fig.2 Examples of a touching character formed by two isolated characters is shown. Here top reservoir created by touching of two characters is marked by grey shade.



Some features detected from water reservoir principle which are used for isolated and touching character segmentation are discussed as follows. Water reservoir area: By area of a reservoir we mean the area of the cavity region where water can be stored if water is poured from a particular side of the component. The number of pixels inside a reservoir is computed and this number is considered as the area of the reservoir. Water flow level: The level from which water overflows from a reservoir is called as water flow level of the reservoir (see Fig.3). Reservoir base-line: A line passing through the deepest point of a reservoir and parallel to water flow level of the reservoir is called as reservoir base-line (see Fig.3). Height of a reservoir: By height of a reservoir we mean the depth of water in the reservoir. In other words, height of a reservoir is the normal distance between reservoir base-line and water flow level of the reservoir. Base area points: By base-area points of a reservoir we mean the boarder points of the reservoir having height less that RL from the reservoir base-line. Base-area points of a bottom reservoir are marked by grey pixels in Fig.3. Here, RL is the length of most frequently occurring horizontal black run in a component. In other words RL is the statistical mode of the horizontal black run lengths of the component. For a component, RL is calculated as follows. A component is scanned row-wise (horizontally). Suppose the component has n different horizontal run of lengths r1, r2,…….rn with frequencies f1, f2 …..fn, respectively. Then value of RL will be ri if fi = max(fj), j = 1, 2,…..n. Here RL represents the stroke width of the component.



Reservoir Base



Water flow level Bottom reservoir



Base area points



Fig.3. Reservoir base and reservoir flow-level are shown in a component. Base-area points of the bottom reservoir are marked as grey points in a zoomed part of the component. 2.2.2 Ring feature To consider rotation and size invariant features we first use ring based features [Tang et al., 1991]. Here, a character is divided into five concentric rings (circles) considering the centre of gravity (CG) of the character as the centre of the rings. The radii of the rings are in arithmetic progression. Let for a character the radius of these five rings (inner to outer) are R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 and R5 , respectively. Here, R5 is the distance of the furthest contour point of the character from its CG. See Fig.4 where five rings with their radii are shown on the



character ‘A’. Number of black pixels (number of 1’s) is calculated in each of these rings. Let for a character the number of black pixels of the five rings R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 and R5 are N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , N 4 and N 5 , respectively. We divide



N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , N 4 and N 5 by M , where M = max{N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , N 4 , N 5



}.



This division is done to normalize them between 0 and 1. Ratios of these normalized values N 1 M : N 2 M : N 3 M : N 4 M : N 5 M are used as the features. Rotation and size invariant is the main characteristics of this feature. In other words, this ratio will be similar for a character even it is rotated at any angle and/or its size is changed. Although this ratio is invariant in rotation and size, but it may differ for different font styles. To handle characters of different fonts, samples for characters of different fonts are stored in the database.



Fig.4: Examples of Ring feature. Five zones are shown on two different oriented characters of ‘A’. Here R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 and R5 are the radius of five rings. 2.2.3 Contour distance feature By contour distance we mean the set of distances of the contour points of a character from a reference point of the character. For our case we choose a reference point that is mostly invariant to the rotation of the character. Here, we use the CG of the character ( xc , y c ) as the reference point, where 1



xc = − N



and



N i =1



xi



and



1



yc = − N



N i =1



yi



( xi , y i ), i = 1,2,......N , are the N object points of the character.



To compute contour distance of a character we consider only outermost contour of the character. Starting from the topmost left contour point of the character we compute the contour distance of all the outer contour points of the characters in clockwise direction. For a component with B outer contour pixels (boarder points) we get B distances. Contour distance function C (i ) is defined as follows:



C (i ) = ( xi′ − xc ) 2 + ( y i′ − y c ) 2 where ( xi′ , y i′ ), i = 1,2



B are the outer contour points.



Contour distances of some different sized characters are shown in Fig.5. Here contour distance of two upper case English characters ‘C’ ‘R’ and two lower case English characters ‘a’ and ‘g’ are shown with their three



different size and orientations in the first row of the figure. From the first row of the figure it can be noted that because of different starting point (topmost left corner point) contour distance function shows different behaviors for character of different orientations. To make the contour distance function rotation invariant we have re-arranged the distance value by shifting the origin through translation in the following way. For a character, we note the contour point having smallest distance from the CG of the character and we re-arrange the contour distance so that smallest contour distance appears at the beginning. Re-arranged contour distances of the respective characters shown in first row of Fig.5 are shown in second row of Fig.5. Because of this rearrangement it can be noted from the second row of Fig.5 that a character always shows similar shaped contour distance behavior even the character is multi-oriented or variable size. We used this modified contour distance value for recognition purpose.



Fig.5: Contour distances of two upper-case English characters ‘C’ ‘R’ and two lower-case English characters ‘a’ and ‘g’ are shown with their three different size/orientations in (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. Here ‘Y’ represents contour function obtain from consecutive boarder points starting from the contour point having smallest distance from CG.



3 Isolated or touching component identification When two or more characters touch in English we can observe at least one of the followings in most of the cases: (a) two consecutive characters create a large reservoir (as shown in Fig.2); (b) number of reservoirs in a touching component will be greater than that of an isolated component; (c) overlapping of two reservoirs or overlapping of a reservoir and a loop occurs frequently in touching components whereas such overlapping is rare in isolated components. Overlapping is defined as follows. Let B be the set containing the x co-ordinates of the boarder of a reservoir and B/ be the set containing the x co-ordinates of the boarder of another reservoir. If B ∩ B/ ≠ Ø, then two reservoirs are called overlapped. (d) number of run will be higher in touching components. Computing different features obtained by water reservoir concept and by above observations, isolated or touching component identification scheme is developed. Some morphological features are also used



in the identification sheme. For details about the touching and isolated character detection scheme see the paper due to Basak et al. [Basak et al., 2004].



4 Recognition If a character is detected as isolated by our touching and isolated component identification technique discussed above, we execute our recognition module on that character because our recognition module will, at present, work on isolated character only. The recognition is divided into two parts: (a) Initially using zoning features the characters are divided into a small subset, next (b) using normalized contour distance feature we classify the character for recognition. For the use of zoning feature in the recognition process we compute the normalized ratios of the black pixels in different zones as discussed in Section 2. We also store these ratios for all the characters in a database. Characters of font-size 20 are used to compute the ratio for database development. Since we consider here English characters of two popular fonts (Times New Roman and Arial) we have 104 (26X4) different item in the database. These 104 items are obtained from (1) 26 upper-case of Times New Roman (2) 26 lower-case of Times New Roman (3) 26 upper-case of Arial, and (4) 26 lower-case of Arial. Let normalized ratios of these 104 characters obtained from ring features be: ( D1i: : D 2 i : D3i : D 4 i : D5 i ), i = 1,2 104 . For initial classification of an input character using zoning feature, at first, we compute the normalized ratio



( F1: : F2 : F3 : F4 : F5 ) of number of black pixels in the five zones of the character. Next we compare this normalized ratio of the input character with the ratios stored in the database. To compare we compute the distance vector Z i , i = 1,2 104 defined as follows:



Z i = ( D1i − F1 , D 2 i − F2 , D3 i − F3 , D 4 i − F4 , D5 i − F5 , i = 1,2, We compute the variance of the five elements of each of the distance vectors



104 )



Z i , i = 1,2 104 . The vector



from which we get minimum variance corresponds the actual recognized character. But sometimes because of multi-size and multi-oriented behavior and because of some noise we may not get the right character in the first choice. But from the experiment of 4000 characters we noticed that the input character is always present in the first four choices. In the next step, to recognize the input character from a set of four characters obtained by the ring feature, we use contour distance feature. For the use of contour distance feature, we divide the contour length into 10 equal parts starting from the contour point having smallest distance from the CG of the character. If contour distance is not exactly divisible by 10 then we ignore the last few values according to the remainder of the division. If the remainder is of this division is E then we ignore last E contour distances. Such 10 divisions are shown in Fig.6 for three



different size/oriented image of the character ‘R’. From this division it can be seen that respective divisions of the images show similar behavior. Statistically (computing variance), we measure this similarity behavior for identification. We compute the sum of the contour point distances in each of these divisions. Let C1, C 2, C 3, C 4, C 5, C 6, C 7, C 8, C 9, C10 be the values of the sum in these ten divisions. We divide the values of the 10 divisions by the value of the 5th part to normalize it. We also compute such values for 104 template characters and store in a database D ′ . Let the normalized ratio vectors for 104 characters be:



(C1i: : C 2 i : C 3 i : C 4 i : C 5 i : C 6 i: : C 7 i : C 8 i : C 9 i : C10 i ), i = 1,2



104



Fig.6. Ten divisions of the contour distances for three different size/oriented image of the character ‘R’ are shown here. For final classification, we select normalized ratios from the database for the four characters obtained from the result of zoning based classification. Let the normalized ratio for these four characters are



(C ′I i: : C ′2 i : C ′3 i : C ′4 i : C ′5 i : C ′6 i: : C ′7 i : C ′8 i : C ′9 i : C ′10 i ), i = 1,2,3,4. Note that these four vectors are the four elements (which are obtained by zoning features) of the database D ′ . We also compute such ratio vector for the input character. Let the ratio vector for the input character is ( S 1: : S 2 : S 3 : S 4 : S 5 : S 6 : S 7 : S 8 : S 9 : S 10 ) . Next we compare this vector with that of the four characters obtained from zoning based initial classification. To compare we compute the distance vector Z i′, i = 1,2,3,4 defined as follows:



Z i′ =



C ′1i − S 1 , C ′2 i − S 2 , C ′3 i − S 3 , C ′4 i − S 4 , C ′5 i − S 5 , C ′6 i − S 6 , C ′7 i − S 7 , C ′8 i − S 8 C ′9 i − S 9 , C ′10 i − S 10 i = 1,2,3,4.



The vector



Z i′, i = 1,2,3,4 from which we get minimum variance from its elements corresponds the actual



recognized character.



5 Result and Discussions For experiments 10,400 characters are collected mainly from magazines, newspaper and computer printouts. Size of the documents was from 12 points to 48 points. All characters are taken either from documents of Times New Roman or from Arial font documents. Both upper-case and lower-case letters were considered. Among these data, 3045 characters were rotated between 10° to 360°. From the experiment we noticed that the accuracy of the proposed recognition approach was 97.6 %. We also noticed that 99.6% accuracy is obtained if we consider first three top choises of the output. Based on the values of the variance of Z i′ different choises are determined. The rejection rate of the proposed algorithm was 3.2%. A character is rejected if the value of an element of the normalized vector is very high or low with compare to other elements of the vector. Detail of the classification results is given in Table 1. Table 1: Classification result based on different choises Number of choises from top Accuracy Only 1 choise 97.6% Only first 2 choises 98.8% Only first 3 choises 99.6% To make this system font invariant we have added different font characters data into the database. The advantage of the proposed classification method is that it does not depend on size and rotation of a character. To get an idea about the comparative results we compare our results with that of Xie [Xie and Kobayashi, 1991] and Adam et al [Adam et al., 2000]. The method due to Xie and Kobayashi gives 97% accuracy applying only on ten numerals. Adam et al. received 97.5% accuracy on English characters. The method due to Adam et al is time consuming, which is the main drawback of their method. If there is a broken part in the character then our proposed method will not work on the character. This is the main drawback of the method. Another drawback of the proposed approach is that it cannot identify b and q as well as p and d. This is because of the use of rotation invariant features. The character q is obtained if the character b is rotated 180 degree in clock-wise direction. Similar reason is there for p and d. So, in our experiment we do not consider an error if ‘b’ is recognized as ‘q’ or ‘p’ is recognized as ‘d’.



Conclusion A size and rotation invariant scheme for recognition of multi-oriented and multi-sized English isolated characters is proposed here. The recognition technique is mainly based on (i) the zoning features and (ii) the features obtained from the contour distances calculated from the centroid of the characters. At present we obtained 97.6% accuracy on average. At present our method will work on isolated characters. In future we plan to deal with connected components along with isolated components.
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